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Sony´s catchphrase for the PlayStation 3 is PLAY B3YOND (aka Beyond) ˘ and what the PS3 offers
But first things first

The local phone company tech showed up at the door to install DSL. Cool. Problem was the wirel

There were a couple of retail games included in the box ˘ Genji: Days of the Blade and Resista

Sony ushers in its version of the next-gen console system with the launch of the PS3 on Novemb
ps3
What´s in the box
The PS3 comes in two models, the lower-priced ($499) 20-gigabyte playstation 3 hard drive and

The 60-gig machine uses a Cell Broadband Engine and the main memory is 256-meg XDR RAM with 25

The machine will support screen sizes of 480i, 480p, 720p, 1080i and 1080p with the ability to
Blu-ray and Cell Broadband Engine

The Cell Broadband Engine was developed by IBM, Sony and Toshiba and is purported to deliver u
The blu-ray disc offers next-gen media capabilities that can render high-definition graphical
ps3
Sixaxis controller

No more forced feedback from the controller ˘ that has been replaced by gyroscopes in the peri
PlayStation Network

Signing up is fast and free. You can connect to the Internet via the CAT5 port or the wireless
Using the machine

The PS3 has a crossbar menu on the boot screen. This is exactly the same as the PSP. You can s

The disc simply slides into the front of the machine, a la a CD player in your car, and the bu

Navigating the crossbar menus is a breeze and hooking up the PlayStation Network is also easy.

Anticipations and expectations ran high for the next-generation console systems and Sony has d

Pros:
Blu-ray, Cell Broadband, storage, Web access, sixaxis controller and high-def graphical output

Cons:
There is a marked difference in storage and input/output between the 20-gig and 60-gig machine
Verdict: 9.7
The games, both as launch titles and those coming in the next few months, will be amazing and

Go ahead, spend the extra $100 for the bigger machine, you may be glad you did so ˘ especially

Sony has said that this is the foundation for the next 10 years. Maybe it is, maybe technology

http://game-console-reviewz.com/ps3/ps3-review.html
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